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ORIENTATION

Career guidance encompasses

broad spectrum of activitieFand

relatedly involves persons with widely varying interests, knowledge,
experience and training.

On one hand this diversity is a boon to

the recipients of career guidance services for they have much to
choose from.

On the other hand,this diversity makes it difficult

for anyone career guidance person to be fully involved in the many
different facets of career guidance.

Moreover, this diversity,often

causes a career guidance person to be professionally "spread too
thin."

One way to comeat the negative effects of this diversity is

for people to work together, or to collaborate.

That's what this

module is about.
V

A collaborative career guidance project is one In which a group
of individuals (career guidance personnel) with a common goal work
together to achfeve.an outcome which is beneficial to all involved.

Collaborative career guidance projects thus seek to minimize each
1.

participating individual's efforts while at the same time maximizing

the potential benefits of those efforts.

The planning process presented in this module is a simplistic
one.

it is not intended to.be a substitute for mofe comprehensive

and detailed program planning, although it may be.anticipated that

some people involved in collaborative projects have good skills in
more rigorous program planning.
is a beginning.

What this module does strive for

It is a place for people to start so that they

can move on,,j.ø.ther more sophisticated and detailecNojects, such
as those presented in the first twelve modules of this series.

The goal of this module therefore is to provide you with some
of the knowledge and skills necessary to plan collaborative career
guidance projects.

4
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To accoiplish this gOal a number of learning

experiences have been organized around a workshop format.

This format

will involve you in activities designed t6 increase your knowledge
of collaborative career

guidance prpjects, your expertise,in plan-

ning such projects, and your skill in disseminating the iiesults of
such projects.
..

A workshop co rdinator will be facilitatinkthe activities and
will be woickini cl sely4lith you in helping you eV.aluate your work.

If you 4a4d4anyquestioris during this workshop, please feel free

4i-consult with the workshop coo dinator.
iY
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This module is directed toward working guidance personnel in
school settings, grldes.K-12, and espeeLlally 7-12, ineluding
teachers, admil4strators, counselors, paraprofessionalit and especi-

ally directors of career guJdance programs who are involved in

planning and conducting career radance programs.
use of collaborative career guidance projects.

The topic is the

The module will j

focus on the development of projects whichvill yield information

which in turn may be used to demonstrate ana communicate the effectiveness and value of career guidance activities.

Participants

will learn how to select and implement appropriate projects, determine requisite personnel and material 'resources, and effeAively
disseminate the resulting information.
Efficient and effective use of each person's time, skills, and

a'

energies is essential if eareer guidance programs are to achieve
their desired goals.

This module is one of several in this series

related to program planning that
ciency and effectiveness.

should help achieve such effi-

This module is specifically intended

for use in conjunction with on-going career guidance programs and
activities.
Module Objectives

When you have successfully completed this module you will be
able to:
1.

List at least four advantages for using collaborative career
guidance projects In your work setting.

2.

Identify and briefly describe

two types of collaborative

career guidance projects that would be appropriate to
your work setting and situation.
3.

Plan how to identify, obtain, and evaluate the resources

PeCessary for collaborative career guidance projects.
4.

Produce a'comprehensive plan for a collaborative career
guidance project.

1:14.

c
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dk

Produce a comprehensive plan for disseminating the results

5.

of a collaborative career guidance project.
Criteria for achieving these objectives are found in the
Coordinator's Guide.
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TIME OUTLINE

Appnaimate
Gunpktion Time
Module Orientation

1/4 hour

Career Guidance Collaboration

3/4 hour

Module
Objectives Reached

4

Collaborative Projects

1 hour

2

Resources

1 hour

3

1 3/4 hours

Planning Collaborative.Projects

1 hour

Disseminating Results

4
5

1/4 hour

Wrapup

""`
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SECTION, 1

-

CAREER GUIDANCE COLLABORATION

The purpose of this section is to provide you with an oppor,

tunity to become more aware of the advantages and disadvantages
of using collaborative projects for school career guidance purposes.

It is also intended to provide you with an.opportunity to clarify
further your own opinions about collaborative .projects.

To begin the activity, plgase read and review the material on
e next few pages.

As you read this material, please try to keep

the following questions in mind:
1.

How'successful have my individua

career guidance activities

been?
2.

Which career guidance activities do I like best?

3.

What advantages are important for me?
4

What limitations are important for me?

11
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The Beatles often sang to us- of the simple truths in life.

One of their lines which is especially pertivnt to career guidance
personnel is:

"I get by with a little help from my friends.

.

%nue Thoughts on GAllahoration

Would you like to make your work a little simpler?
rewarding?

More effective?

More

if you answered "no" to any of these

then this workshop is probably not for you.

On the other hand, if

you answered "yes" to all of these, then you're probably typical
and.this workshop shOuld be of some benefit to you.

As you proceed,

' think' now and then about these initial questions; it wilyhelp to
keep the purposes of this module in perspective.
To begin, let's consider someNtatements about career guidance

work that are unfortuuate0 alltouoften true.

As you read through

the list, think about if, or how often, you haye made similar statements, either to others or to yourself.
1:

There isn't enough money to do the things I want to do.

12

2.

There isn't enough time to do all the-things-1'th supposed
,

to do.
3.

-4.

at.

There isn'i enbugh.time 'to do the.things I want to do.

I'm responsible.to or for too many students.

5.

My school needs more couliseldrs

6.

I have to spend too much time "pushing papers."

Ad.4 If7GUC04.0.
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7.

I don't get enougUrcognition for the things T do well.

8.

I know some guidance personnel who really do career
guidance.

9:

'I could really help kids with career guidance if I had the
chance.

10.

I wish my work situation would change but I don't think it
will.

These statemenis, and others,like them, are reflections of
professional frustration.
helplessness.

They are usually related to feelings of

If you've had some of these Feelings, you've probably

0

a so felt Isolated; as If your own efforts wer-4ufficfent to

Ca

change the situations and the associated feelings. But such need
There are other career guidance personnel'who

not be Ihe case.
.

4111

share your concerns and feelings.
change.

They also logie your desire for

And it is this common desire,which is one possible way of'

bringing about personal change in your professional work.
Let's consider a hypothetic.al situation. ''.imagine a Caree-.

'guidance worker named Jones who lives in school district A hut who
works in school district B.

One evening Jones is home watching the

school board meeting for district

A on television.

As Jones )'

watches, a grov of tareer guidance personnel from district A make
a presentation,about a.recently completed project.

how they have just fpished

They describe

a coordinated'project wherein each

career guidance worker put several small groups of students through
a structured career guidance activitir and subsequently had the

participating students evaldate the activity.

a

The career guidance

workers briefly describe the activity and summarize the evaluations.

They report that he evaluations are generally verY positive, even
with the many different types of students involved.

The cereer

guidance workers then surprise the school board by stating that the
activities were conducted on a volunteer basis, after school.

The

schoOl board, somewhat taken back, praises the career guidance
wbrkers' efforts and promises to have the career guidance activity
considered for implementation throughout the schools in the district.
As the program continues, Jones laments how nice it would be to work
in district A.

.
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Would you also like to work in district A?. At first you might
say, "No, I have enough to do during the school day, much less after

school:"

But stop and think for a moment.

The school board is at

least considering making a relatively significdnt change.

Moreover,

even thinking about making a change is k subtle but strong endorsement of the efforts of the career guidance workers.
Obviously the key to this hypothetical situation was.the
"c ordinated effort."

Rarely would an individual career guidance

worker be able to have such an ippact on a school board (or other
"dec

ion-makers" either for thnt matter).

Collaborative career

guidance projects, where several career guidance

personnel work to-

gether, thus have a much higher potential for both effectiveness and
impact than do individual efforts.'

Career guidance workers "band

together" to achieve common goals and benefits through groups such
as professional organizations, educatiOnal associations, or unions.
'Why shouldn't such collaboration be equally if not more effective
in the direct provision of career guidance seririces?

Before discussing different types of collaborative projeef571t
seems fair to provide some perspective on the uses of such approaches.

After all, at first glance it seems more reasonable that career
gtidante personnel should be responsible for their own individual
efforts.

There is of course some merit to thidipositiOn.

Hetwever,

such an attitude generally has not produced substantive or satisfactory results in the past.

Therefore, one of the major reasons

for the use of collaborative projects is that they offer an alter.

native to typically ineffective methods.

But change for change-sake

is not enough justification either; there must/be more substantive
reasons.
AdVanhiies
1.

( illabOrartve PrrliMfS

Opp_Ortunity for_lATITrcale_trol!cts.

There are.realistic

limits to what one individual can'hope to achieve.

As people work

together, there is a multiplicative ef'ect on the size.of projects
that can be undertaken.

15
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Efficient use oflpach individual's time.

2.

,If a person

works alone, the person must contribute all the time necessary to
.

complete a career guidance project.

In collaborative projects each

individual contributes only the time necessary to complete their
part of the project.

jX0

,2440
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MaximuM utilization of each person's skills.

3.

If a person

works alone, the person must perform both "easy" and "difficult"
In collaborative projects individuals (generally) perform

tasks,

only those tasks that are "easy" for them (i.e. those they are
11 good"

*

'at performing).

4.

Facilitation ofyrofessional interaction and coueration.

Working alone fosters professional isolation.

Collaborative projects

help people get along better and learn how to work with one
another.
5.

Potential for more impressive results.

Because of the

eelative sizers of the projects that can be undertaken, collaborative

projects (generally) produce more substantive, and therefore more
impressive, results than do individual projects.
6.

More effective use ot available resources.

Individuals

working alone may monopolize the use of career guidance resource
materials.

Most collaborative projects encourage, and often

decessitate, sharing and more efficient use of such materials.

16

Limitations of Gillaboraiirc Pr(qc
1.

Lack of individual rewards or reinforcements.

By definition

the results of c011aborativeprojects.are attributable to group
efforts.

The roles of individuals often receive little personal

acknowledgement.
2.

Need for coordination.

While collaborative projects are a

group effort, there.must be project coordinatorS.

The larger the

projects undertaken, the more difficult these roles will be.
3.

Need for common goals.

Collaborative projeits will succeed

only if *each individual involved believes in the goals of the project.

Such agreement may be difficult to achieve.

When you have finished reviewing the materiat,presented for
Section 1, please complete Worksheet 1.

17

WORKSHEET 1
C

The preceding text section identified six advantages for the

use of collaborative career guidance projects:

These includecrthe

opportunity for larger Scale projrts, kficient use of each individual's time, maximum use of each person's skills, facilitation of
professional interaction and cooperation, potential for more impressive results, and more effective use of available resources.

The text section also listed three-limitations including the lack
of individual-reinforcements, need for cooperation, and need for
common goals.

Think about how these advantages and limitations

apply to your work setting and situation.
lw% In general, the advantages of collaborative career guidance
projects far outweigh the limitations.

However, these advantages

will be valid only if they can be applied to-your work situation.
Therefore your task here. is to list four advantages (either from .

those listed or.from others you may have thought about) in using

collaboratXve career guidance projects and then to explain
they are particularly relevant to your work situation.

wki4r

In con-7

structing your responses, you should include what the direct benefits of the advantages woUld be, how the benefits would be realized,
and who would receive the benefits.

A sample response might read

as follows:
T.

Maximum use of each perirel's

kmong our career

guidance personnel there are many who are good at actually

c6nducting career guidance activities but only a few who
know how to evaluate such activities.

Since we use a

variety of career guidance activities, it would be nice to
work together to find out which ones we do most effectively.
if those persons who know how to evaluate activities could
help the rest of us, we could begin to use only those
activities we do best.

ThiS would not only provide better

career guidance activities for students but also help us
perform our Jobs more effectively, efficiently, and enjoyably.

I
ik

WORKSHEET 1 (continued)
.

Advantage 1 -

..

I
t
v

a

Advantage 2 -

A

*
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WORKSHEET I (continued)

Advantage 3 -

Advantage 4 -

When you have completed this Worksheet, please wait fo'r the

workshop coordinator to begin the large group discussion.

r\
A

a

COLLABORATIVE'PROJECTS
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S ECT ION 2

--

all. LABOR A 11 Ilk PROJVCTS

The purpose of this seetion is to provide you with an oppor,

tunity to become more aware of the various types of collaborative
career guidance projects.
To begin this section,, please,read and review the material on

As you review this material, please try to keep

the next few pages.

the following questions in mind:
1.

What other example(s) of each type of collaborative
project can I think of?

2.

Am I aware of any ongoing project that approximates any
of the types of collaborative projects presented?

-r
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COLLABORATIVE PROJECTS
,...-,

The definition given for a collaborative project allows just
about any career guidance activity to be approached as a collaborative project by

..areer guidance personnel.

In come cases a col-

laborative project may in essence be a set of individual activities
conducted simultaneously.
netessary.

.

In 'others a gioup approach may be

To provide examples of all possible types of collabora-

tive career guidance projects is beyond the scope of this module.

A

616,Le reasonable aPproach is to identify the major categoriis or

types of collaborative projects and then provide a representative
example of each type.

This is the approach that will beused here.

Types of collabotutive projects

1.

The needs assessment project.

Career guidance acttvities

are supposed to be Tesponsive to the needs of students.

However,

practicality dictates that such activities must also be responsive
to the needs of others such as parents, teachers, or administrators.

ii
'Vs

A needs assessment collaborative project is an attempt to identify
the career guidance needs of any or all of these people.

It

solicits information about career guidance needs from a particular
group.

Typically a needs assessment collaborative project involves

the use of questionnaires or surveys.

However, it may also use

other data gathering techniques such as personal interviews.

The

result of a needs assessment collaborative project is (usually)
a prioritized list of career4uidance needs for the group(s) surveyed.

ft should be remembered that a needs assessment collaborative

project does not produce evaluations f the effectiveness of career
guidance programs or activities.

That is, a needs assessment simply

identifies career_guidance needs; It does not tell whether those needs
are being effectively met.

Thus needs assessmeht collaboratilte pro,

jects are most effectively used for pre-planning for career guidance
programs and activities.
Example.

A group of elementary, middle, and secondary school

26

career guidance personnel in one county used the same career gui%

dance needs assessment questionnaire to survey parents, teachers,
and administrators.

They not only found differences in perceived

career guidance needs among parents, teachers, and administrators

but also differences on the basis of the school levels with which
those personT-were most directly affiliated.
conjunction with-the-AdministratiOn,

Subsequently, in

they revised both the scope

and directions of many of-the career guidance programs and activities in the school system.
2.

The technique project.

Career.guidance personnel use a

wide variety of professional techniques in order to accomplish their
career guidance objectives.

These include such things as providing

ainformation, individual and group guidance, classroom guidance,
tonsuqtation, and placement and follow-up. The technique collabor-

ative project focuses on any one particular technique and evaluates

the effectivenss of its use.

The technique study often uses both

"standardized" and "local" evaluation instruments'and procedures.
It is one of the most common types of collaborative career guidance
projects.

However, it is also one of the most commonly criticized.

27

It should be remembered that techniqpe c-ollaborative

rojects

evaluate the effectivenessof what is being or has been done.

Thys

while the results of a technique collaborative project may suggest
that a program or activity should be prolonged or repeated, they
do not necessarily provide information about whether any related
programs or activities should be conducted.
Example.

A school system had adopted the use of a relatively

expensive "career guidance kit" on a temporary basis pending

evaluation of its effectiveness. Some career guidance personnel who
favored use

f the kit undertook a technique collaborative project

to justify
efforts were su

inued use and funding.

The results of their

iciently substantive to convince the school system's

administration that the kit merited permanent use and funding.

3.

The school level project.

Many aspects of career guidance

vary dramatically across school levels (i.e. elementary, middle, or
junior high, and secondary).

For example, job placement is typically

a major concern at the secondary school level and a-very minor
concern at the elementary school level.

The school level project

attempts to highlight and emphAsize these differences.

In its most

typical form this typte of project examines functions, both those that

are being performed and those that need to be performed.

The post

common methodology again is the use oT surveys and questionnaires.
In most cases the instruments used are locally developed.
School level collaborative projects are similar to needs assessr

ments collaborative projects in that they also provide (non-evaluative) information that is useful for planning.
from needs assessments projects in

t1)14t:

However, they differ

(a) they poll a different

sample and (b) the basis for the information sought is determined by

25
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individuals other than the recipients (either direct or indirect)
of car er.guidance services.
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Example.

Some career guidance personnel were concerned about

whether appropriate career guidance functions were being performed.

They consulted textbooks, local and state career guidance "author,
ities" and the resUlts of a needs assessment collaborative project.
From theSe efforts a comprehensive list of career. guidanCe functions
was compiled.

They. then asked all'eareer_guidance personnel in the

school system to,indicate whether they were performing eachof the
functions listed.

They were able to determine which functions'were

beingrrformed atrwhich school level and also which functions were
This project eventually led to the

not befhg_performed anywhere.

adoption of a systemAgt role and function plan for career guidance
activities.

The tIme use project.

4.

The lack of time for effective career

guidance activities is among the most common complaints Of career
guidance personnel.

The basis of this complaint is not really the

total amount of time available but rather the ways in which time
is spent.

The time use collaborative project is intended to produce

an accurate
time.

accounting of how career guidance personnel spend t,heir

In its most common form it amounts to having them keep track

of how much time is used to.perform each of their activities for a
given sample time period.
It should be noted that a time use coll

vides no indication of how effectively time is

orative project prog used.

Thus

time use projects may serve as the basis for discussions of career
guidance worker efficiency.

While such occurrences are rare, the

possfbility foi such discussions should not be overlooked.
Example.

Soft, people (both in and out of the schools) in a

school district were complaining that career g.uidance personnel

were not spending enough time working directly with students.

The

29

career guidance personnel responded by saying they were too busy
"pushing paprs."

Eventually some of the career guidance per'sonnel
i

.

initiated a time use collaborative project. .For a two week period,

most of the career gudiance personnel in the system kept daily logs

ofhow much time they spent on each of their daily.activities.
These results were then compiled and made known to various school
related audiences.

While there were some coOtents about ineffi-

ciency, the major impact was that many "paper pushing" activities
previoUsly assigned to career guidance personnel were relegated to
ottler school personnel the folloWing academic year.
5,.....jhe target zrouvproject.

While in a strict sense all

students are individuals, there are groups of students who may be
4

- A

clustered together on the basis of common characteristics, needs,
or concerns.

Relatedly, career guidance personnel are often able

to conduct career guidance activities with these students as a
group rather than individually.

The target group collaborative

project attempts to evalu4te the effectiveness of career guidance
.

activities with such groups of students.

The target group col-

laborative project differs from the technique collaborative project
.

in that the emphasis in the f rmer is on the types of studentIlln-.

volvjd while ingthe latter th

emphasis is on the technique used.
Niq

One caution in target group 6bllaborative projects should be
noted.

By definition the students in target group projects are

e
,
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somehow "unique."

If this "uniqueness" is not approached care-

fully and with the highest regard for

ethical and professional

standards, the mere process of conducting the project may be dam-

aging to both the students and the career guidance personnel involved.
Example'.

Several career guidance workers had the teachers in

a vocational-technical school identify students the teachers felt
had "poOr job seeking skills."

They then.randomly assigned half

dlestudents so identified to group guidance sessions intended to
improve job seeking skills.

These groups also included students

with moderate .to good job seeking skills.

The career,guidance

workers were eventually able to show that this career,guidance
activity significantly improved the job seeking skills-pf .the target

group students in the activity over those target grdup'studentp not
in the activity.
6.

The case study pojec_t.

While most career guidance activi-

ties are developed for use with.the so-called average student, there
4
are of course those students with special characteristics, needs,
and concerns.

These students generally require an inordinate amount

of career guidance personnel time, energy, and concentration.

Yet

because each is only one of the many students career guidance
personnel work with, the career gi:Iidance worker's efforts witll such

students are typically undervalued.

The case study collaborative

project is intended to call more appropriate attention to such
situations.

Mb
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In its typical form the vase study collaboratiVe project
.

involves each of a group of career guidance personnel documenting
their attivitiee with particular students.

The collaboration

emphasis is placed both on the types of information gathered and
the ultimate uses of the results.

The case study collaborative

project may in some ways be viewed as a combination of the other
types.

For example, the case study may focus on a particular type

of studerit

involved one at a time.

Then the information gathered

from all of the individual case studies is pooled to provide .col-

lective information on the activities conducted.
Example.

The career guidance personnel in a large secondary

sehooi were concerned.about those students who were reluctant to
participate inTgroup career guidance activities.

Each career

guidance worker therefore selected one of these students to work
with on an individual basis.

They were able to show that they

could achieve significant changes (in this case in job interviewing skills) ,in these students' behaviors.

They also demonstrated

that such an approach is very time consuming.

Thus they were able

to justify the expenditures of relatively long periods of time
with some students.

When you have completed this text section. please wait for
the workshop coordinator to initiate the small group activity:
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SMALL GROUP AcTivrry

Think about your needs and your work settingikn'relation to
each of the six types of collaborative career guidance projects
presented.

The six types'are listed below.

Please rank them

according to your personal needs and situations.

Assign rank 1 to

the type of collaborative project that is most appropriate and
important to your needs and situation and assign rank 6 to the
one that is least appropriate and important.
Rank

.

A.

Needs assessment

B.

Technique

C.

School level

D.

Time use

E.

Target group

F.

Case study

"Ow
a

Now please get together with Lor 3 other workshop participants to form small groups of 3 or 4.

Your task is to share your

rankings for the six types of collaborative career guidance projects with the other members of your group.

As you present your

rankings, share a few of your reasons for assigning the respective
ranks.

As others in your group present tileir rankings, feel

free to ask them any questions you may have about why they assigned
their rankings the ways they did.

When you have completed this small group activity, please
wait for the workshop coordinator to begin the large group discussion.

When the large group discussion is completed, the workshop

coordinator will instruct you about Worksheet 2.

vit
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WORKSHEET 2

The text section, small group activity, and large group discussion were intended to familiarize you with various examples and
characteristica of collaborative career guidance projects.

They

were .also intended to telp clarify w)ly different career guidanCe
personnel prefer different types of'collaborative projects.

Of

course the most important points for you Eire how some of these types

of collaborative career guidance projects could be appligd to your

work situation and, relabdly, why it would be beneficial to you
Accordingly, your task here is to briefly describe

eo conduct.them.
41.

two different types of collaborative career guidance projects that
would be appropriate to your current professional situation.
In constructing your..response it is not necessary to give

excessive detail about the projects:

Rather, you should simply

provide enough information to communicate the nature of the projecis.

You should, however, include information-about (generally) who

will be involved, (generally) what will be done, (generally) what
resources .will be needed, and (generally) when and where the projects
will be conducted.

The other key component of your response should be a justification
of appropriateness.

In other words, you should provide at least

three different answers to the question, "Why is this type of project
appropriate to my'work situation?"
A sample response to this task might read as follows:

During November of the next school year the career guidance
personnel in the four high Schools in the district will survey
sophomores about their career guidance needs and concerns.

Five

of the career guidance personnel will develop a needs survey for
their purpose.

Homeroom teachers will he asked to distribute and

collect the questionnaires. .Several participatiing career guidance

workers will analyze the results and distribute a summary report
to career guidance.personnel, teachers, and administrators.

This

report will also be made available to Interested parents.
This project is appropriate to my situation for several reasons.

L,

3 4

First, no career guiCiance needs assessment has ever been conducted
with this group of students.

dance program lacks

1Second, the high school career.gui-

irection since different-career guidance

persons use wide v rieties of career guidance activities.
the sophomore le

Third,

l is a good place to start since the student

will

be in school long enough (potentially) to benefit from the results
of the project.

Last, such a project would highlight the many and

different needs and concerns career guidance personnel must attend to.

1
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When you have completed this worksheet, please wait for the
workshop coordinator to tell you when to begin the next section.

A

RESOURCES

s

4
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SECTION 3

--

RESOURCES

The purpose of this section is to provide you with the
opportunity to become more aware of the resources needed and avail-

able for any collaborative career guidance project you may undertake.

To begin this section, please read and review the material on
the next few pages.

As you read this material, try to keep the

following questions in mind:
1.

What resources are needed for the type(s) of collaborativ"
project(s) whiclt most interest me?

2.

What resources are available for the type(s) of collaborative project(s) which most inteeest me?

3.

How can the resources needed for the type(s) of collaborative
project(s) I'm Anterested in be obtained?
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RESOURCES
The process of conducting an effective coljaborative career
guidance project necessitates that the participants identify and
obtain pertinent rdsources prior to implementation of the project.

As before, it is impratia1to attempt to list all the possible
resources necessary for any given collaborative project.

Accord-

ingly, only major categories of resources will be provided here

because the,ideas presented are intendel to stimulate thinking rather
than provide a comprehensive listing.

-

ResOurces needed
Skills resources.

1.

A collaborative project typically re-

quires a wide variety of skills.
career guidance skills.

The most obvious are of course

However, there is also speed for skills

in such things as activity coordination,project planning, assess.

ment and.evaluation, clerical functions, data analyses, report
writing, public relations, materials obtainment, and in.some casei,
finances.

When the need for each of these types of resources is

applied to any particurar collaborative project, the resulting list
may be quite extensive.

Accordingly, the maximum amount of effort

in a collaborative project must be focused on the identification of
A

needed skills resources.

Indeed, the key to an effective collabora-

tive project is anticipation of required skills,

eave.Y 114c44) ,44-4-44-X 4143A4Ad C44

2.

Personnel resources.' The skills resources identified

must of course be provIded by people.
whae?

But who is available to do

Again, it is essential that specific personnel resources

be identified before a collaborative project is implemented.

It

is often the case that some of the people considered for or in-

volved in collaborative projects will have more than one skill to
offer.

Whenever possible however, an equitable distribution of
A

skill contributions should be achieved, even if it means incorporating "extra" people into the project.
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An equitable distribution
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of skill contelbutions enhances professional and interpersonal
relationships and generally resttlts in a more effective project.

3.

Material resources.

Almost every collaborative project

necessitates the use of some material resources.

This may be as

simple as paper for questionnaires or as complex as scheduling
the use of a special career guidance facility.

In any event, the

material (including physical) resources necessary for a collabora-.
tive project also should be identified and obtairted prior to the
initiation of the project.

4.

Time resources.

Time,is one of the most important resources

for a collaborative career guidance project.
personnel are always busy.

However,

Career,guidance

if a project is to be success-

ful, time must be'found for each activity.

Moreover, it is abso-

lutely essential that time allocations and sincere commitments to
them be made by each participating person prior to the implementAion
of a collaborative project.

If a collaborative project fails to
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meet its stated goals, in a vast majority of the cases it will be
because people failed to keep the time commitments they made.

Internal and External Resources
The resources necessary for a collaborative project may be
roughly divided into two broad categories.

The first of these is

internal resources or those that are readily available in your
work situation.

The second is external resources or those which are

not readily available in your immediate work situation but which
may be obtained witha minimum of effort.

The following tw6-lists

provide some examples of internal and external resources.
aViCg4...64Aie k.4410. ad Cd044.4414/204../ Y.4,44as
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A.

Internal resources
1.

Other career guidance personnel with interests sim lar
to yours

2.

Other career guidance personnel with interests different
from yours

3.

Other people involved in caeeer education or guidance

4.

Teachers

5.

Administrators

6.

Sttlents

7.

Parents

8.

System-wide (e.g. county or city level) personnel

9.

Other specialists (e.g. school psychologists)

10.

Community resources (e.g. counselors in private practice

11.

Clerical personnel

12.

Local libraries

13.

Professional publications

14.

Textbooks from previous college or university courses

15.

Avail*Ije career education materials

16.

(e.g. school or community)

-Available tests or other assessment instruments

17.

Governm6nt publications

181

Professional materials
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19.

Nonprofessional associates (e.g. friends or relatives)

20.

Reports from previous collaborative projects

In general, just about anyone or anything in your near vicinity
is a potential resource for a collaborative project.
B.

External resources.
1.

Career guidance personnel from other "school systems

2.

State department of education personnel

3.

Former college or university instructors

0.."..zotzisided
°744-"1..
4.

4Aigsta "i41441

Professionals known for their work In the.topic area
of the collaborative project

S.

ProfessiOnals known to have certain skills

6.

College or university libraries

7.

Professional publications

8.

Testing company representatives

9.

Piofessional associations (e-g. position statements)

10.

Government agencies (e.g. USOL or USOE)

In general, just about anyone you can easily contaCt or any
'material you ean easily obtain is again a potential resource for
a collaborative project.
Obtaining Resources

The use of various resources in a collaborative career guidance
project involves three major functions.

The firt of these is

identification of the resources necessary for the project.
may be 'accomplished through any number of ways.

This

Among the most common

methods, is to have either an Ind4v4dua1 or a very small group of

people identify what they think are the necessary resources.

'Another

method is to assign project "roles" and let the persons filling those
roles determine what resources are needed.

Still another way is to

"copy" a (similar) collaborative project and thus capitalize on the
experience of the other project.

And as a final example, another

way is to summarize a project and solicit Omit about necessary

:3 9
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resources from any of a variety of professionals,
-seeond function is actually gettimg the resources.

In

general, this means that soue person(s) must actually obtain the
identified resources:' This May mean relatively simple behaviors

such as contacting an associate and asking fr assistance or it may
mean relatively comPlex_behaviors Such as obtaining money to buy or
rent materials.

by'a person

Again, obtaining necessary resources may be handled
persons coordinating the project, or it may be the

responsibility of each person involved in each part of the project,
or it may even be a separate andliistinct project role.

The last resource function'is evaluation of the resources
obtained.
faiily

For material rehources the evaluation'process is typically

easy since these reeourcesare usually idenrified on the

basis of their known value.

For personnel, skill; or time (commit-

ment) resources, the evaluation Process is a much more sensitive
issue.

Just because people say they can do things, it doein't

necessarily follow thac they really can do those things.

Accord-

ingly, these types oT resources need to be evaluated on the basis

of previous perfor6nce, if possible, or an the baiis of a demonstration if necessary.

AI any event, the evalustions of personnel,

skill orftime resources necessitate that the.evaluator(s) use
effective professional judgement and interpersonal interaction.

116

When you 'have completed reading this section, please wait for

the workshop coordinator to begin the small groo activity.
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SMALL GROUP ACTIvrry
Please get together with 2 or 3 of the other workshop participants to form small groups of 3 or 4.

It would be helpful if

your group contained persons who work in similar situations and/or
have similar professionalfinterests.

The specific resources necessary for a collaborative'project
are of course contingent upon the particular project under consideration.

However, in a general sense, any collaborative project

necessitates consideration of the four types of resources mentioned
in the text section (i.e. skills, personnel, material, and time).

Moreover, consideration of resources often influences the natures
of collaborative projects that may be considered.

Accordingly,

your group task is to discuss general ways that each of the four
types of resources c'an be identified, obtained, and evaluated.

In

your discussion please consider both internal and external resources.

Someone in your group should take brief notes on your discussfon
since your group will be asked to share its discussions with the
other workshop participants.

0

When you have completed the small group activity, please wait
for the workshop coordinator to begin tile-large group discussion.
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WORKSIIEET 3

On the preceding worksheet ;you were asked to identify and .

briefly descrille two collaborative career guidance projects which
were of interest to you.

Now please select whichever of those

was of most interest to you.

Your taak here is to preseht a plan

for identifying, obtaining, and evaluating the resources needed for
In constructing your response you should

that project.

each of the four types of resources, both internal and externalresources, an4 the identification, obtainment, and evaluation
Your plan need not bd'highly specific yet,it should

processes.

address these major points.

A sample response for this task, based on the sample response
from the previous worksheet, might read as follows:

The project co-leaders will contact'the career guidance

Skills:

personnel in each of the four high schools and solifit'information
about who has each of the following skills:

survey/item develop-

,

ment, statistics/data analyses, writing, interpersonal skillvith
The co-leaders will 4en contact the identified persons

teachers.

to determine if they, woad be willing to work with the project.

Evaluations of skills will be made on the bases of demonstrated
previous activities and the opinions of their professiogl associlites.
Personnel:

The co-leaders will contact all career guidance

personnel in the four schools and ask:for volunteer participants for
Each volunteer will be asked to make a written commit-

the project.
.

ment (i.e. signed) to the project.
-eand validity of each--cpf these c.

Information as to the feasibility
ents will be solicited by the

co-leaders from the guidance dire4or in each school.
'Material:

The co-leaders iiil assign the identification and

obtainment of project material resources to two of the project
volunteers:

Evaluations of the various materials will be made by the

project volunteers most directly involved with the materials.
Time:

The co-leaders will ask each project volunteer to

indicate how much time they

devote to the project.

The volunteers
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tiORKSHEET 3 (continued)'

will be asked to specify this time in WTiting.

Information as

to the feasibilty and validity of these time commitments will be
solicited by the co-readers from the guidance director in each
school.
(Note:

Obviously s?me of the activities cited in this example could

be conducted simultaneously.

They are separated here for the sake

of clarity; you should also separate them in your response).

4

a

ro'
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WORKSHEET 3 (continued)

When you have completed this worksheet, please wait for the
workshop coordinator to begin the next section.

PLANNINGI COLLABORATIVE PROJECTS
f.

e

0
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S ECT I ON 4

--

PLANNING COLLABORATIVE PROJECTS

The purpose of this activity is to provide you with the opportunity to become more aware of the factors that need to be considered
in planning collaborative career guidance projects.

It is also

intended to provide you with the opportunity to practice planning
a collaborative project..

To begin the activity, please participate in the large group
discussion.

As you participate, try to think about how ehe ideas

presented relate to the type of collaborative project which most
interests you.

COLLRBORATIIIE

7Ntaxcer

Mow

041

ONE
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LARGE GROUP DISCUSSION

During this large group discussion you will be asked to share
V(

your ideas and opinions aboux career guidance needs that are
important to you.

Another way to say .this.is to ask what types of

collaborative career guidance projects would you like to see conducted and why.

Please feel free to participate in the discussion--both by
sharing your own thoughts and feelings and by commenting on those
of other participants.

When this large group discussion is completed, please wait for
the workshop coordinator to begin the small group activity.
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SMALL GROUP ACTIVITY

Goals and objectives
The first and most important activity for a collaborative
career guidance project is the determination and statement of what
the project is supposed to accomplish.

In other words, the first

step in planning a collaborative career guidance project is establish-

ing project goals and objectives.

Statenents of goals and objectives

for any particular collaborative project should of course be in
concert with the goals and objectives of the overall career guidance project.

The proper and effective statement of goals is

more complicated than most people realize.
the focus ,nor time

Unfortunately, neither

limits of this module permit an extensive

discussion of goal and objective development processes here.

Accordingly, you are urged to read or review three other related
modules in this series before you actually implement a collairative project in yciur work setting.

These three are: (#5) Establish-

ing Program Goals, (118) Specifying Process Objectives, and (#6)

Specifying Student Performance Objectives.
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For our purposes here, a much more general approach will be
And, for the sake of clarity, goals and objectives are con-

used.

sidered separately.
A goal is simply a global statement' of what you hope the collabor-

ative project will achieve.

A,goal statement provides very little

specific information about the project or its results.

Rather, a

goal statement implies what might happen if the collaborative project
is successful.

The following are examples of possible collaborative

project goal statements:
A.

The project will provide information in support of continued
funding of program x.

B.

The project will demonstrate the effectiveness of school
counselors in the job placement of 'school dropouts.

4R
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The project will identify majof directions for career
guidance and counseling 1Ctivites for the next academic
year.

An objective, as opposed to'n goal, is a very specific statement of what the results of a collaborative project will be.

State-

.

Oments of objectives are usually subsumed undet-goal statements so
7.er

that the method of accomplishing the4goal may be more easily understood.

A good objective is one thatis specific, easily understood,

and 'subject to only one -interpretatIon.

Whenever possible state-

ments of objectives should be made in terms of behavioral objectives
or othetsituations where there is little ctance for misinterpretation.

The following are examples of possible statements of

objectivet for collaborative projects:
A.

The results of the project will provide the frequencies
-

and plOCentages of students who succedsfully compreted
program x.
B.

The project will report the results-6f student evaluations
of school counselor assistadce prior to the students'
dropping out of school.

C.

The project will determine and present student evaluations
of current school career guidance and counseling programs
and activities.

Provision of clear goals and objectives reduces confusion and
therefore simplifies collaborative career guidance projects.

It

does this not only for those who are directly involved in the project
but also for those who need to be able to understand the project.

Now please get together with 2 or I other workshop participants
to form small groups of I or 4.
1

Please form groups with participants

who have needs and concernF similar to yours.
tor will help you with this.

The workshop coordina-

Your group task is to list the goal(s)

and objectives for a collaborative project that you and the other
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members of your group are interested in conducting.

Your group

should compile one list though of course different participants will
contribute different parts to it.

Again, one person in the,group

should record the list so as to be able to present it briefly in
the 'subsequent large group discussion.

When you have completed this small group activity, please wait
for the workshop coordinator to begin the large group discussion.
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SMALL GRUUP ACTWITI

The theme underlying this module thus far is the need for and
importance of proper planning.
peating.

It is a iheme that merits re-

Effective collaborative career guidance projects don't

just happen.

Moreover, no one is going to pay much attention to

mrhAt a collaborative project attempted to do.

The rewards and

benefits of a collaborative project lie primarily in the results
and good results will occur only when the project is carefully and
thoroughly planned in advance.

Funetions, skills

and resources

Besides determining goals and objectives another important

activity in planning a collaborative project is determination/of
the functions necessary ;or successful completion of the project.
In essence the question is:

what must actually be,done in order to

achieve the goals and objectives of the project?

This part of

collaborative project planning is "tricky" in that it seems simpler
than it actually is.

For example, one c

tive projects is "analyzing 'the data."

pti

function in collabora-

That seems simple enough.

However, there are many parts to analyzing data:
the data be?

in what form will

What types of analyses need be performed?

Will the
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data be analyzed by ha-nd or by computer?

a significant finding?

What will be considered

Typically the determination of project

functions takes a long time in order to arrive at a comprehensive
listing.

However, the time spent is well wip.rth it in terms of

aggravation, avoided later on.

Determination of the functions in a collaborative Project
points to the needed skill's for the project.

The needed skills for a

collaborative project are in fact the abilitiei-necessary to
satisfactorily perform the functions.

Again, there is typically a

tendency to overgeneralize needed skills and such a tendency
should be avoided as much as possible.

Once the needed skills have been determined, the next steps
are the identification, obtainment, and evaluation of the'"resources"
who will provide these skills.
previbusly.

These processes have been described

§u.fice lt to say here that these resources are the

most importan

es*for a collaborative project and care should be

taken in their selection.

Schedulin

A sound plan for a collaborative project includes a reasonable
time

schedule.

Reasonable in this context means there is sufficient

time to perform each function but that the time allocations are
not so extensive as to inhibit the project's progr.ess.

In determining

time allocations remember that the people involved in collaborative
projects are supposed to be performing functions that they are "good"
at and for which they are supposed to be competent.
allocations need not.be excessively generous.

Thus time

On the other hand,

it is important to allow for unanticipated delays.

The time

schedule should be flexible enough to allow for the performance of
previously unidentified functions or for obtainment of needed skills
resources that were not anticiptited.

The easiest way to achieve a satisfactory schedule is,again to
consult with the persons who will provide the needed skills and
perform the required functions.

They should be able to provide

accurate estimates of how long it should take to ccmplete variaus
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tunctiopp.

However, remember that different people will have

committed themselves to different parti; of the collaborative project.

Don't let the idiosyncracies of one individual impede the activities
of the others,:even if it means finding another resource.

Now please reform the small group you were in prior to the
large group discussion.

.

During the previous small group activity

you and the oiher members of your group created a list of goal(s)
and objectives.

That list in turn should suggest one-or more types

of collaborative projects that might achieve those goals and
objectives.

Your task here then is to produce a plan for a colla-

borative project that will fulfill that purpose.

Worksheet 4 is

provided as a guide to help you wlth this task.
During this activity you should work with (collaborate!)
the other members of your group to produce a project plan.

However,

it may be that because of differences in participant b.ackgrounds,

work settings, nee'ds, etc. there Will need to be slight differences
in each group member's eventual plan.

This is okay as long as Ohe

resulting plans are essentially similar.

'As you complete worksheet

4, keep the goal(s) and objectices in mind; it will help to focus
your thinking.
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WORKSHEET 4
Note:.

This worksheet is intended to serve as a planning guide
for a collaborative career guidance project.

The informa-

tion presented or requested is intended to stimulate your
thinking, not to be a comprehensive listing.

For some

projects you wAl have t6 provide additional pertineoktik
information,

For ,others you may need to note that the"---

information presented or requested is not applicable.

If

you need additional space for writing please use the backs
of these worksheet pages.

0

Type of collaboratiVe project
I.

Background_synopsis (What is the local history and current
status of the iopfc of the project?
sary? etc.

I.

Why is the project neces-

Be brief; cite only major points):

Key terms (proVide a brief definition of any terms that may cause
confusion.

e.g. What does "career guidance" mean in your

situation?):
A.

a
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B.

4

C.

D.

ii

III.

Population (to whom will the results of the study be generalizable.

e.g. students in secondary schools in the system,

parents of students in grade K-5, etc):

IV.

Sample (what subgroup or subset from the population will actually
be involved in the project?
of the sample?

What will be the charactevistics

e.g. 100 students from each of the four secondary

school grade levels; appDoximately 50% female - 50% male; 70%
caucasian - 30% ethnic minority - etc.

r.-

/*N

13.

6 3

V.

Sapplel_procedure (how will people actually become involved in
the project?

etg. all teachers of required English courses

will be asked to volunteer to distribute surveys to classes;
one volunteer at each grade level will be asked to distribute
surveys to one class, etc.):

p.

00

VI.

Functions and needed skills (The following are presented as
examples of functions and needed skills that apply to most
collaborative projects.
project.

Add those that are specific to your

Whenever possible provide the name(s) of the person(s)

who will actually contribute the needed skills and perform the
function.)
A.

Project coordinator:

B.

Project activity (what is the major or focal project activity
and who will perform it?):

C. .Preparation and'provision of instructiOns to project
participants (who, what, how?):
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D.

Implementation of sampling procedures (who will be involved and how?):
4

E.

Project Evaluation (what will be done and by whom?):

F.

Resource obtainment (what.will be needed and who.will entiure
it is provided?):
1.

Material resources (e.g. tests, questionna r2scits, etc.)

2.

Physical resources

3.

Personnel resources

.

rooms, special equipment, etc.)

G.

Clerical duties (e.g. typing, record keeping, etc.):

H.

Data analyses:

I.

Report writing:

J.

Other, as appropriate (please specify)
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K.

Other, as appropriate (please gpecify)

L.

Other, as appropriate (please specify)

M.

Results presentation (who will be redponsible for communicating

c.

the results of the project to appropriate audiences?):

N.

Project timeoutline (Be as specific and inclusive as pos
sible).

Include all project functions identified and when

they will be initiated and completed):

When you have completed this worksheet, please wait for the
workshop coordinator to begin the large group discussion.

1,?
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LARGE GROUP/MC/AV/ON

During this large group discussion you and the other members
of your small group will be asked to share your collaborative project
plan.

In other words,

to Worksheet 4.

you will be asked to present your responses

The other workshop participantsmill be asked to

listen carefully and to ask quefitions or provide suggestions as

they feel appropriate.

As helpful comments are presented regarding

your collaborative project plan, write them down in the appropriate
localion on your Worksheet 4.

41

When you have eomplt:ted 4 his large group discussion, please

wait for the workshop coordinator to begin the next section.

41.
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COMMUNICATING RESULTS

71

S ECT I ON 5 - -

COMMUNICATING REWLES

The purpose of this section is to provide you with the oppor_

.

tunity to become more aware of the factors to be considered in
presenting the results of collaborative career guidance projects
to various target audiences.

To begin this activity, please readiand.review the material on
the next Pew pages.

As you review this material try to keep the

following questions in mind:
1.

How do the communication factors presented relate to the
collaborative project / proposed?'

2.

What other factors can / think of?

3.

,WItich target audience(s) is (are) most aPpropriate for the

collaborative

roject / proposed?

a
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COMMUNICATING RESULTS
It has been previously stated that collaborative career guidance
projects are most effective when they are ,integrated into a com-

prehensive career guidance program.

in a similar way, a presentation

of.the results of a collaborative project will be most effective

when it is intvrated into a comprehensive career guidance public
relations program.

Unfortunately, space and time iikitations again

prohibit an extensive discussion of comprehensive public relations
programs.

You may find Such information and discussion in another

module in this series entitled, Developing_ Effective Public Rela-'
tions.

The information presented here is related to collaborative

projects because pf this module's focus but it should be remembered
thtifthe points made relate to other public relations efforts as
well.

The emphasis in this module has been on effective planning and
that emphasis is continued here.

As before, effective planning

necessitates consideration of sqme basic ideas.

itcordingly, a

good place to begin planning a collaborative project results pre*

sentation is to think about types of communication factors.

Glinmunication faefrirs
The 'oliowing are some of the more important communicaton fac40

tors which should be considered in presenting the results of a
collaborative project.
I.

Mode of communication.

There are.three

communication for presentiug project results.
written, and visual.

basic modes ofi

These are verbal,

Each mode has botIladvantages and limitations.

ea4.4Z..e

zetteot.,

Verbal comMunication of collaborative protect results is by far
the most common method.

It has the major advantage of allowing the

presenter to interact with the audience.

Potential points of

misinterpretation or confuaiou are therefore minimized.

Moreover,

verbal presentations allow the presenter to adapt or modify the
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"language" ot the project results so that it is appropriate for
the audience.

Finally, verbal presentations are also generally less

time consuming since the interaction can be centered on those
.points which most interest the audienceil

The major limitation of

verbal communication of project results is that the audience may
That is, the audience

only retain limited amounts of information.

members will tend to remember only those points which make the
strongest impressions on them.
ant

If this happens many of the import-

"finer" points of collaborative projects may go unnoticed.

Written communication of collaborative project results is the
next most common method of presentation.

Written presentations have

the advantage of ensuring that all important points will be addressed.
In addition, written presentations may be retained for further or
repeated review.

Finally, written presentations may be reviewed

at the audience's leisure thus freeing them from the scheduling
cdAstraints of verbal presentations.

On the limitations side,

Written presentations prohibit presenter-audience interaction and
therefore place a heavy emphasis on the presenter's writing skills
Visual communication of collaborative project results is the
least commonly used method of presentation.
potential to be the most dramatic.

Hawever, it has the

Simpler forms of visual pre-

sentations include the use of such things as tables, charts, diagrams,
or pictures.

More sophisticated visual presentations include the

use of such things as slides, videaapes, or multimedia shows.
Visual presentations have the major advantage of generally
a strong

impact on audiences.

having

However,.visual presentations are

often very time consuming and expensive to produce.

They a so often

necessitate the use of special equipment or skills which ma
be readily available.

-4/717 ticexolicAuseci

Perhaps the most effective mode of communication of collaborative
project results is a combination of the modes cited above.

For

*example, project results could be presented-orally, supplemented and
highlighted by visual aides, and summarized in a written report.
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Such procedures would capitalize on the advantages of each mode
while minimizing their limitations.

As a rule of thumb, whenever

possible at least two, and preferably three, modes of communiC Lion
should be used to present the results of collaborative projects

YI.Am4144r satt
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Clarity.

The determination of the clarity of the com-

munication of the results,of a collaborative project must be made
from tht

peOspective of the. audience.

The type and nature of the

language used must be compatible with that of the audience.

For

example, it would be inappropriate to "speak statistics" to an
audience that has litCle experience in interpreting or understanding
the subtle points of data analyses.

Such a procedure 'would not

only fail to impress the audience but would more than likely have a
negative impact on them.

While it is not advisable to simply

"tell the audience what they want to hear," it is advisable to tell
them "in ways they want to
Topic appropriateness.

The results of a collaborative
A
project typically will be multifaceted. That is, the results of a
3.

4

collaborative project will often have many different implications.

For example, a project's results may have implications for such
things as program planning; personnel selection, retention, or
assignment; fiscal expenditures; resource utilization or obtain4111k.

ment; or policy modification or continuation.

Different audiences

will therefore be interested in different aspects of the results.

To the greatest extent posaible, presentations of collaborative
project results should be adapted to the needs, interests, and
concerns of any particular audience.
4.

Time.

The results of a collaborative Oroject represent the

culmination of a comprehensive effort which has involved many
hours of work.

Et

is tempting therefore to want to present the

entire project, with all its complexities and idiosyncrasies, to
any audience.

in general this temptation should be avoided.

Project

results presentations must not he so extensive as to become boring
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4.
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for the audience.

Presentations that are too long incorporate
more information than the lodience cares about, or is 'capable ot,
comprehending.

On the other hand, a presentation which is too short
will fail to impress an audience and will in fact "slight"
both the
pioject and its results.
The best tact is to obtain several per-

spectives on what would be an appropriate time length for a colloborative'project results presentation. For example, the presenter(s) can determine the minimum time necessary to present the
results effectively.
Similarly, there may be scheduling concerns
(e.g., at a school board meeting) that have to be attended to.
#

Finally, several members of the potential audience could be contacted to ascertain their opinions.
Target audienecs

An effectfve collaborative project results presentation must.
be responsive to the needs and concerns of the audience receiving
it.

Potential audiences or presentation recipients are probably
as varied as the people interested or concerned with schools.
In
order to focus your thinking, a partial list of such potential
recipients follows.
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1.

Students.

School career guidance programs and activities

do of course exist for the benefit ot students.

Accordingly, they

should be well informed about the nature, extent, and effectiveness
1;

of the services being provided for them.

There are three major

advantages to providing collaborative projects results to\tudents.
First, it is good "advertising" for career guidance services.

Sec-

t

ond,

it will enhance career guidance prefessional student relation.

ships and ipteractions.

And third, students may provide valuable

input or feedback concerning the.topic of the collaborative project.
2.

Parents.

It is easy enough to say that parents have a

vested interest in what happens to their children.

Unfortunately,

many parents are unaware of what is being done for their children
in regard to career guidance and counseling.

The presentation of

collaborative project results to parents thus serves as a noteworthy "public relations" function.

Since (career) guidance and

counseling activities are often deemed "expendable" by many parents,

the results-of a collaborative project may be a good way to help
change sufh opinions.
3.

Administrators. ,Principals, system-wide administrators,

a'nd superintendents have a great deal to say about what happens at
the local levels in the schools.

This is especially true in terms

of priorities regarding personnel, program directions, and money.

An effective collaborative project results presentation will enable
these decision-makers to see the positive values of career guidance
programs and activities.

It also helps them understand the nature,

scope, and depth of career guidance and counseling.
4.

School boards.

The ultimate decision-making body in most

school systems is the school board.

The advantages 4:f making a

1

collaborative project results presentation to a school board are

similar to those for other administrators.

However, presentations

to a school board have the added advantage of,allowing.the school
board to share the results with their constituents.

Thus the project

results serve a public relations function not only for career guidance personnel but also for the whole sChool system.
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5.

Professional pfers.

Many of the activities and programs

ot career guidance personnel necessitate the cooperation ot other
educational professionals in the sch ols.

Some of these activities

may be viewed as an imposition by the e other professionals (e.g.
getting students out of a class).

Pre entation of collaborative

project results to other eduCational pr
these feelings of imposition.

essionals will often allay

In general

serve to foster more positive relationship

such presentations will

and feelings of cooper-

..

ation between career guidance and other edu6ati nal personnel.
6.

Professional organizations.

If you ar

performing an

effective career guidance activity or program in your school (system),
it should be shared with other professionals who are interested
in similar types of activities or programs.

The two major forums

for presenting collaborative project results to other career gui-

dance professionals are journals and meetings (or,conventions).
Presentations in either of these ways are particularly.useful for
obtaining constructive professional feedback and suggestions.
7.

Mass media.

Newspapers, radio, and television provide

excellent opportunities for career guidance personnel to publicize
their activities.

The major advantage of presenting collaborative

project results to the mass media is that they in turn can present
the results to people who might not be reached through other presentations.-

Career guidance and counseling personnel and their programs and
aor

activities need all the positive publicity they can get.

Pres9ntation

of the results of effective collaborative projects to target audiences
such as these will help to ensure that such positive publicity is
obtained.

When you have completed reviewing this material, please wait
for the workshop coordinator to begin the small grbup activity.'
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SMALL GROUP ACTIVITY

Please get together with the wolicshop participants from the

last small group,activity (i.e. those with whom you plan a collaborative project).

Your first group task is to identify a potential target
,

audience for the results of your previously proposed collaborative
career guidance project.

Your second group task is to develop a

plan foi presenting the results to that target audience.
5 is provided to help you with this task.

Worksheet

Your group should work

collectively to complete'thiS worksheet, but all group members
should fill otut'their own worksheets.

Again, 'there may be some_

Individual 'differences on each participant's worksheet since the

planned projectl might have been'slightly different, but your groups'
response's to worksheet 5 should be essentially simllar.

Assume

that the collabotative project you planned in the last activity was
,sucte40fu1, i.e. thli; the goal(s) and objectives were achieved.

6s
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WORKSHEET 5

"tt

Type of collaborative project:

Presentation
A.

Target aud(ence:

B.

Presenter(s):

C.

Mode(s) of presentation:
A

D.

Major aspects of the collaborative project to be presented
(e.g. number and nature of people involved, sample and population,
nature and scope of project activities, evaluation procedures,
time schedule, etc.):

km,
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E.

Major results of the collaborative pyoject to be presented
(e.g. numbersand characteristics ot sample, summary ot the data
analyses,

Y.

Major conclusions from the collaborative project results (i.e.
what is (are) the presenter's interpretation(s) of what the
result(s) actually mean?):

83

C.

Implications of the conclusions of.the collaborative project
(i.e. what do the conclusions mean tor the audience?

How do

the conclusions relate to the interests, needs., and concerns
of the altience-?):

H.

Material or physical resources needed for the presentation
(e.g. speech outline, written report,,visual aides, etc.
Specify who will prepare or obtain each item listed):

Time schedule for presentation (i.e. when will the presentation
be made?

-How long will it take?

Be specific):

When your group has completed this w rksheet, please wait for
the workshop coordinator to begin the large group discussion.
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GROUP DISCUSSION

During the large group discussion each group will be asked
to share itA presentation plan with the other workshop participants.

The other workshop
participants will be asked to respond by pro.
viding any helpful comments or suggestions they feel are appropri,

ate.

You and the other members,of your group should note these

suggestions on your respective yorkshe!T

4
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lrhe following resources are presented as sources ofiadditional

information pertinent to the topics of this module.

The list is

by no means comprehensive but the entries are among the most
pertinent sources for the respective topierr-)

Burch, H.D., and Petersqn, G. W.
resea;ch.

Needed:

More evaluation, inot

Personnel and Guidance Journal, 1975, 53, 563-564.

College Entrnce Examination Board.
School Counselors.

Research Guidelines for Nish

Princeton, N.J.:

Author, 1966.

Cramer, S. H., Herr, E. L., Morris, C. N., and Grantz, T. T.
and the School Counselor.
Elzey, F.

Atlanta:

Research

Houghton Mifflin, 1970.

An Introduction to Statistical Methods in the Behavioral

F.

Sciences.

,Monterey, Calif.:

Ferguson, G. A.

Statistical Ar'ialysis in Psycholosy and Education.

New York:

(4th ed.).

Goldman,.L.

Brooks/Cole, 1976.

McGraw-Hill, 1976.

Journal of Counsel-

A revolution in counseling research.

ins_ Psycholpgy, 1976, 3,3, 543-552.

Goldman, L.

Reserach Methods for Counselors.

(ed.)

New York:

John

4

Wiley and Sons, 1978.
Goldman, L.

Toward more meaningful research.

Personnel and Guidance

Journal, 1977, 55, 363-368:
Hillway, T.

Handbook of Educational Research.

Atlanta:

Houghton

Mifflin, 1969.
Isaac, S., and Michaels, W.

Handbook in Research and Evaluation.

Educational and Industrial Testing Service, 1971.

San Diego:

Kerlinger, F. N.
Atlanta:

B.

Foundations of Behavioral Research. (2nd ed.).

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1973.

Miller, E., and Warner, R. W.

Single suhiect research and evaluation.

Personnel and Guidance Journal, 1975, 54, 130-133.
Optting, E. R.

Evaluative research and orthodox science.

and Guidance Journal, 1976, 55, 11-15.
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Tolbert, F.L.

CounsolinF for Carver Development.

6,ktlanta:

Houghton Mifflin, 1974.
Weiss, C.H.

Evaluation Research:

Effectiveness.

Methods of Assessing ProATam

Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:

PrelKe-Hall, 1972.

This module is one of a set of similar career guidance modules
developed in cooperation with the American Tnstitutes for Research,
Palo Alto, California.

The following modules froni that set are
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10.
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12
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(VORDINATORS ROLF
The success and effectiveness of this workahop is to a large
extent dependent on your effectiveness as a workshop coordinator.
Your role here is crucial since the p
a worthwhile experience.

icipants depend on you for

There are fou?,major.tasks you must attend

t6 besides your regular workshop duties:

SettheEme
Cfeate a poSitive atmosphere for the workshop.

Rave funand

People in the workshop

be enthusiastic about what you're all doing.

should be relaxed but also alert, interested, and motivated.

Inject

humor whenever appropriate and let the participants enjoy themselves.

10

SettheAnT

Maintain a proper pace.

Try to sense, or even ask, if the work.

.

shop is moving appropriately for the participants.
down, ask some leading, open-ended questions.

0

If things.bog

Some sections can be

summarized orally to speed things, and this can-be planned ahead.
If things are going too fast and participants are getting lost,
slow things down and have the group help everyone catdh up.
the flow smooth at transition points in the module.
you feel they are necessary.

Keep

-

Take breaks as

Btlexible in structuring activities,

adaptiag to individuals and situations as needed.

Regard times

listed in the outline as flexible to some extent.
Facilitate
E:ncourage discussion ahd interaction from participants.

out spy people.

Don't let aggressive people dominate.

Bring

Let the

'VW

4

2

group help you.

Seek out questons and uneasiness, get,them into

the open and-talk them over.
beginning.
language:

This is especially true for the

Be a trouble shooter.

Watch facial expressiond and body

In sum, be attentive and responsive.

Act as a guide in

5ie modide but be careful not to get in the way.

-

EvoWate

Make sure participants are headed in the right direction.
the group on task.

Nudge them when they're not.

the participants are performing each activity.
them to complete activities appropriately.

Keep

Judge how well
Encourage and direct

In general, maintain a

high quality level in the workshop.

Specific Coordinator Functions

!Nor to the
1.

Workshop

Read and study thg module thoroughly prior to the workshop.

Be

thoroughly familiar with the participant materials and the Coordinator's Guide.

It is recommended that yougo through this

module as a participant before you lead a workshop.
2.

Make sure all needed macVals are present for the workshop.
Check on the availability of such things as name tags, extra
paper, chalkboards, and the worksheets used in the activities-.

Have a watch or c/ock available.

Make sure the room has chairs

and tables appropriate to dodule activities.
.

Make sure the room arrangements are appropriate.

Since some

of the activities are done in small groups, the room should be
large enough to acComodate such seating arrangements.

Make

sure the room is free from unnecessary distractions.
At the Workshop
1.

.

Have the necessary materials (name tags, modules, worksheets
etc.) available for the participants as they arrive.

2.

Introduce yourself to the participants and them to each other.

Briefly describe your background and the role you will play in
the workshop.

3

3.

Establish time limits and guidelines for the schedule for the
day.

4.

Do your best to stick to them.

Follow the instructions in this Coordinator's Guide closely.
Make notes wherever appropriate.

Don't be too rigid but ensure

that the module is conducted basically as proposed.

Paraphrase,

don't read, instructions as much as possible -- but be sure
to include all the pertinent points in the'instructions.
5.

Enjoy the workshop, the participants, and yourself.

a
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INTRODUCTION
(1/4 hour)

OrientationsandModuleGoalandObjectives
1.

Have the participants read the sections entitled M&IuleOrientation
and

2.

Module GottlandObiectives

Explain that this module is designed to help them improve their
skills

and relate these skills to their guidance program and

their professional functioning.
3.

Review with the participants each of the module objectives.

4.

Emphasize that this is basically a self-learning module and that'

what they get out of it is in part contingent upon what they
put into it.
Tinnealtline

1.

Review with the participants the. ModuieTimeOutline.

2.

Tell the participants-tilt they will be attively involved in
each of the sessions.

Each section typically begins with a

text section summarizing the major points to be mad% The
activities following each introductory text sectionirequire
that each participant be actively involved.

These activities

include such things as discussing,.writing, presenting, and
questioning.
Questions
1.

Ask if there are any general questions that can be answered
before the first section is begun.

2.

Tell the participants that they should feel free to ask questions
as they arise during the workshop.

ft
5

SECTION 1
CAREE'R GUIDANCE COLLABORATION
(3/4 hour)

;4k

Objective

Participants will be able to liat a0.east fouy advantagep
for using collaborative careei guidance:projects in their work
settings.
Putpose

The purpose of this activilis to provide the participants
with the opportunity to become more aware of the advantages and
limitations of using collaborative projects for school career
guidance purposes.

It is also intended td pravide participants

with the opportunity to clarify their own opinioas about collabor-ative projects.

Instructions
Have the participants read the text section entitled

Career

Guidance Collaboration.
2.

Have the participants complete Worksheet 1 as soon as they have
finished reading the text section.

3.

After approximately 25 minutes begin the large group discussfon.
The purpose of this discussion is to have the participants
share their initial reactions and opinions.

Encourage as many

participants as possible ,ro dhare their ffrelings and opinions
,

about collaborative career guidaace projects.

Listen for

,similarities and differences in the pointssof view offered.
4.

After approxately
15 minutes of large.group discussion, respond
im
to any remaining questions or comments the participants may
have.

5.

After approximately 5 minutes begin section 2.

l"\
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SECTION*2

COLLABORATIVE PROJECTS
X1 hour)

Objective

Participants will be able to identify and briefly describe two
types.of collaborative career guidance projects appropriate to
their work settings.
Purpose

The purpose of this activity is.to provide the participants
41'

with the, opportunity to become more aware of the'various type's of

collaborative career guidance projects.
Instructions

I.

Have the participants read the text section entitilea

Collaborative

PrOects.

2.

After approxitately 10 minutes-have the participants begin the
small group activity.

Review and summarize the small group
Encourage them to

activity instructions foc.the participantse

openly share their rankings.and their reasons for.their respqctive
rankings.
3.

After approximately 20 minutes begin the large grotip discussion.
Write -the six types of collaborative projects in a vertical

column on the chalkboard. ,Identify rankings by a roljGf Roban
numerale ac

the top of tile chalkboard.

Your chalkboard

diagram should look like this:
II

Project type
Need); assessment

Technique
School level

Time use

Tvget group
Case study

a

III

IV

VI

7

10.6

Start with the "needs assessment" prOject.

Ask for'a show of

hands of how'many participants ranked this number 1.

Enler this

number (of participants) under'Roman numeral I in row one. -Then
ask how many ranked the "neede assessment" project number 2.
this number of participants under Roman numeral II.
procedure acro'ss the."needs assessment" raw.

Enter

Continue this

Then repeat this

procedure for each of the other types of projects until all cells
in the matrix contain a number (including possibly zero) of participants.

The completed grid is-intended. to serve as a stimulus for

discussion of various,collaborative career guidance project "prior-

s

iiies" among the participants.

Encourage the participants to share

their opinions as well as their reasons for their respective rankings.
4.

After'approximately 15 minutes have the4oarticipants complete
Worksheet 2.

5.

After approximately 15 minutes have the participants.begin
the next module section.

.
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SECTION 3

RESOURCES
(1 hOur)

Objectipe

Partcipants will be able to plan how to identify, obtain, and
evaluate the resources necessary for collaborative career guithince
projects.

&rpm,
The purpose of this activity is to provide the participants
with the opportunity to become more aware of resource identification,
obtainment, and 'evaluation,for any collabdrative career guidance

projects they.may undertake.
histrurtions.

1.

Have the participants rgad the text section entitled Resources.

2.

After approximately 10 minutes begin the small group actitit3i.
Review and summarize the small group activity instructions for
the participants.

Encourage the participants to explore as

many different ways of identifying, obtaining, and'evaluating
each of the four types of resources as possibli.

Be sure to

keep time and to encourage the groups to consider all four types
.0
3.

in the time allotted.

After approKimately _20 minutes, begin the large group discussion.

Have the notetaker/recorder from each group present the summaries
of their discpssions to ale rest of the4participants.

Enconrage

questioning and commenting about the variolit plans presented.'

Continually emphasize the need for the 3 component parts for
each type of resource.

Solicit and encourage examples of both

internal and external resources.
4,

After approximately 15 minutes, have the participants complete
worksheet 3.

Emphasize the need for them to consider each of the
a

Iour types of wesources and the three,components wfthin each type.
After approximately 15 Minutes, have %Ile participants ',begin the

next section.

,
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SECTION 4

PLANN NG COLLABoRATIVE PROJECa

11 3/4

hours)

Oblecime

Participat,Its will be able to produce a plan for a collaborative
project.
Purpose
4.

The4purpose of this activity is to provide participant

with

the opportunity to become more aware of Ow factors thats tied to
be considered in planning collaborative career guidance'projects.
It is also intended to provide them with, the, opportunity to practice

planning a collaborative project.
,
..,

.

Instructions

i

.

,

Begin the.largekgroup discussion by asking the participants to

1.

share.their ideas, opinions, and feerings about their career
guidance concerns.

Solicit information about what types of

\

collaborative projecA would be iesponsiVe ,Ap Ote varibus
,

concerns presented;

After approx,imately 10-miAtes begin the first, mmall'group activitY.

2

Have the partictpants read the i troduction and instructiongi
for this activity.

To form the

m all groups have the participants

I'

each indicate the type of concern and/or collaborative project
,

As-much as possible try to florm

which interests tjliem most.

w

groups of 3 or 4 on the basis of similar preferences.

Do not

let anyone work alone. 7he minimum should be a 2 peison
.evemif
some people have to work on a lype of project that is their
e,
4
6

7

)Y.:11cind choice.0

3.. ,,qteeraproximately 20 minutesfregin the second large group
distus'aton.

Have the "necorder " from pch group briefly

sUmmariieetheir groUps' goal(S) and objectives.

Encourage the

other:Oartjripants to Comment on each'list as it is.,presented.
1014
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4.

Atter approximately 10 minutes begin the next small group activity.
THIS IS THE MAJOR ACTIVITY IN THE MODULE.
LTS EFFECTIVENESS.

Review and summarize the small group activity

instructions for the participants.

move about from group to group.
can.

STRIVE TO ENSURE

As the groups are working,

Help out in whatever ways you

Encourage the participants to be specific, even to the

point of Provicang names.
S.

After approximately 50 minutes, begin the third large group
discussion.

Review and summarize the large group discussion

instructtons.for the participants.
and

iwistmlive

Have

Encourage

positiw

criticism as each group presents its project.

e members of the presenting group write down these helpfut

#

id ea

6.

feedback

as they are offered.

After approximately 15 minutes begin the next section.

(
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SECTION 5
COMMUNICATING RESULTS
11"

(1 hour)

Weedy('

Participants will be able to produce a comprehensive plan for.
communicating the results of a collaborative project.
PUrpuse

The purpose of this activity is to provide the participants
with the opportunity to become aware of the factors to be considered
in communicating the resultq of collaborative career guidance projects
to'various audiences.

Instructions
1.

Have the participants read the text section entitled Communicating
Results

2.

After approximately 15 minutes have the participants get

thether again.in The same small groups as.they were in for the
last sMall group activity of Section 4 (i.e. Planning Collaborative
Projects).
3.

Review and summarize the instructions for the small group activity.
Answer any questions the participants may have about the instructions.

Emphasize that each pariitipant should record a plan
5.

A

Worksheet

While the participants are working on Worksheet 5 in small

groups, move from group to group and provide helpful suggestions
where

you can.

Enrurage comprehensiveness, specificity, and

creativity in their iespective dissemination plans.

Periodically

remind them of how mucAltime has passed and how much time ip left.
4.

After approximately 30 minutes begin the'large group discussion.
Review and sinnmarize the Instructions for the large .group dis-

cussionyith the participantA.

As each small group presents its

diOsemiriation plan, encourage other workshop participants to

offer positive, helpful reactions and suwstions for those 'plans.
BE SURE THAT THE GOMMENTS OFFERED ARE CONSTRUCTIVELY POSITIVE.

4

12

at

TERMINATE
6.

OR OVERRIDE ANY NEGATIVE CRITICISM.

After spproximately 15 minutes begin the Module Wrqp-Up.

I
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WRAP-UP
(1/4 hour)

1.

Summarize the day's activities.

.

Reinforce.the objectives

that the liarticipants have achieved during the workshop.
2.

Respond to any remaining questions that the participants may
have about any of the workshop activities.

3.

Point out that the references at the end of th

module will

provide them with additional information about the topics in
the module.
4.

End on a positive note.v Be appreciative and thank them for
participating.

5.

A

Relax j!., it's'over.

maa

al

Og

S9
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E VAL &ARON CRITHRIA

The evaluation of whether each of the particippnis has achieved
e

Or"

However,

each of the module objectives isiin part a subjective process.

you should attempt to be as objective as possible in your evaluations
of each participant's performance.

Such objectivity is ultimately

to the benefit of all concerned.

The following guidelines age presented to help you determine
each' participant's degree of success in achieying

each of the module's

40"

objectives..

Objective 1:

This ob ective will have been successfully achieve if the
participant p ovides Appropriate advantages for the use of collaboi-

.

ttive career guidance projects. :ichievement of the objective will

be evaluated on the basis of a 4oint system.

Points are awarded

as follows:
s.

1 point for each advantage listed (eit er fram those.provided
in the text *or from the participant's own experience).;

1 poinrfor identifying what ale specific Irenefit(s) will be
for each,advantage listed.
1 point tor,id'entifying.fiow the specific benefit(s) of eaCh'
advantige listed will bg' realized.

,

1 point for identifying WO_will receive.the specific benefit(s)
of each advantai; listed.
-

Thus each section of woTksheet 1 has four parts: .the sti4ement-of
the advantage plu"s the what, .how; and who of the 'benefits ef the

This'rdsulis in a total of 16 possibleloints for mprksheet-.

advantage.
' 1.

.

The participant should be considered as having achieved 6he

objeCtive if the participant cempiles-a iotal of 1,2 or more points on
woAcsheet 1;

ova

e2:

is objectiVe will hay,e,btrefi bupcessfully achieyed if the

partici

t

I

r

rovides two appro priat.e examples of coll,aborative career

4
N
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guidance projects.

The evaluation of the achievinent of this

objective is somewhat
ft

compicated by the inclusion of the word

Therefore the response to worksheet 2 should be

appropriate."

examined carefully and as objectively as possible.
One.of the factors

which must be kept in mind in evaluating these

responses is the#respondent's work situation.
would

Fox examfae, it

be inappropriate for a person working In an elementary

pvirably

.

school to suggest a-"technique" project for techniques used at the
siv

secondary school level.

Another factor to keep in hand is the size of scope of the,,

proposed pfdjects.
to involve ail

Tbr example, a proposed project which intends

career guidance personnellrom a yery large school .

district.Js.also probably inappropriate since extremely large scale
projects are difficult to conduct withoiit encountering a great
*i.

many prOhlems.
4

Considedng these-two.factors and the nature.of the responses
calle4 for, eyalhation of the ach4wement of this objective is done

*.;

e

on the.basis of &point system.

Points sheuld be awarded as follows:

1 point.if the.proppsed project is appropriate to the respondent's'
,If

tiork setting

,

pofnt if the proposed project is appropriate in terms of'
sive-.or scope

.point if the pe6posed p o ect indicates the^persons involved

/3oint lf the proposed project indicates what will be done

1 point if the proposed Project indicates what resources will
'be needed

Point if aj,e proposed project indicates when it will be conducted

point if th; proposed project indicates where it will be
'conducted

point, up to a maximum of 3 points, for each Stateinent
supporting the appropriateness of the proposed 'ptoject
,

t.Tbere areAherefore 10 ppSsibie points fdr each proposed project
0-.

or720 Poss ble points for both'proposed pro ects.

A participant

16

should be considered as having achieved the objective if the participant compiles a total of 15 or more points on worksheet 2.
ONective3

This objective will have been successfully achieved if the
participant provides a plan for how to 'identify, obtain, and evaluate

the resources necessary for a collaborative caeeer guidance project.
In order to evaluate this plan effectively, it will probably be

necessary to refer to the participanCs responses to worksheet 2.
Achievement of this objective will be evaluated on the basis
of a point system.

Each of the four types of resources should have

3 component parts, i.e. identification, obtainment, and evaluation.
Thus

Award 1 point for each component part specifically mentioned.
there are 12 possible points if each component of each type of
resource is provided.

In addition, some consideraLion should be given

to the inclusion of both internal and external resources.

Accord-

ingly, award 1 "bonus" point if both internal and external resouices
are specifically stated for either skills, personnel, or material
This results In a maximum of 15 possible points.

resources.

A

participant should be considered as having achieved the objective if
the participant compiles a total of 9 or more points on worksheet 3.
Objective 4

:

This objective will have been successfully achieved if the
participant provides a comprehensive plan for a collaborative career
guidance project.

The evaluation of the achievement of this objective

necessitates consideration of both qualitative and quantitative
factors.

That is, the plan may be considered comprehensive if it

provides all the requested information and the information provided
is appropriate.

The'plan to be evaluated is found in worksheet 4.

However, in order to perform the'qualitative aspects of the evaluation,
.1/4

t

is. also necessary to be familiar with the goal(s) And objectives

list found in the first strill group activity of section 4.

This

list should be thoroughly reviewed prior to consideration of the
entries in worksheet 4.

A point system will again be used to faciliehte the evaluation

17

the evalpation process.

Points should be awarded as follows:

1 point for.identifying the type or prôject it it is appro-

priate for the subsequent information
Section I:

1 point for providing a current status synopsis

1 point for specifically stating the importance of the project
1 point for specifically stating the implication(s)

of the

resul,ts of the project

Section II:
1 po

t, up to a maximum of 4, for each definition presented

Section

I point for specifically stating a population -(e.g. "high school
students" probably would not be given a point)

4P

Section IV:

1 point for identifying the sample group
1 point for providingascharacteristics of the sample

1 point if the sample is representative of the population
Section V:

1 point for specifically stating the sampling procedure
1 point if, in your judgment,

the procedure will yield a

group representative of the population
Section VI:
I

point for specifically identifying the project coordinator
(i.e. by name or title)

I point for specifically identifying the focal project activity
point for specifically identifying who will perform the focAl
activity
1

point for a specific statement of the who, what, and how4
proVision of instructions

I

point f(r specifically stating how the sampling procedure will
be implemented

1

point for specifically stating who will he involved in the
sampling procedures

1 point tor a summary statement ot

the project evaluation

procedures
I

1

point for a specific statement of who will he involved in the

project evaluation

Ypoint, up to a maximum of 4 points, for each material resource
listed

1 point, up tb a maximum of 4 points, for each physical resource'
listed

I point, up to a maximum of 4 points, for each personnel resource
listed

-

I point, up to a maxlmum of 3 points, for each clerical duty
listed

1 point for a summary statement of the daa analyses resourc s
to be used

1 point for specific identification of the person(s) who will
do the data analyses
1 point,for specific identification of the person(s) who will

do the report writing
1 point for specific identification of the person(s) who will
present project results
I point, up to a maximum of,4 points, for each function

specifically ideNified within the time outline
These procedures will yield a possible point total of 45.

In

addition,.there should be some judgments made about the qualitAive
aspects of the plan.

These points noy be awarded as follows:

Using a rating scale of frbm I

(low) to 5 (high), rate tfie overall

project plan on each ,of the following factors -A,

relevance to goal(s) and objectives

B.

feasibility

C.

importance

Thus the total, maximum possible points fipr this objective is
60.

The participant s)lould be considered as having achieved the

fourth objective if the participant compiles a total of 40 or more
points on worksheet 4.
Ohwerire5

This objective will have been sucessfully achieved if the
participant produces a comprehenspe plan for commpnicaring the

94
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resu4s of a collaborative career guidance project.

The

evaluation of achievement of this objective is essentially the
same as for the preceding one.

Accordingly, points:are awarde41

al; follows,:

1 point for apecifically.identifying the target audience
1 point for specifically (by name or title) identifying the
presenter(s)

1 p int, up to a maximum of 3 points, for each compunication
m16e specifially identified

'ND

7

I po,int for identifying the type of people involved in the

project (e.g. counseldrs, teachers, etc.)
1 point for identifying the sample-and population groups

1 point for identifying the major activitieA of the project
1 point for identifying the project's evaluation procedures
1 point for detailing the project's time schedule
1 point for identifying limitations'of the prdject
1 point for identifying limitations of the project
1 point for identifying the result(s) of the data analyses
(i.e. tn what form, etc.)

'1 point, up to a maximum of 3 points, for identifying each
ADotential conclusion of the project
1 point, up to ,a maximum of 3 points, for each potential

implication iaentified

I point, up to a maximum of 5 points, for each resource
specifically identified

1 point for specifically identifying who will prepare/obtain
resources

1 point for identifying a time schedulv
These procedures will yield a possible point total of 25.

In

additiOn, there should be some judgments made about the qualitative
aspects of the plan.

These points may be awarded as follows:

Using a rating scale of 1 (low) to 5 (high), rate the overall
results coTmunication plan on each -df the following factorp

20

A.

Relevance to the project goal(s) and objectives

B.

Relevance to the target audience

C.

Feasibility

D.

Suitabiltty (to the targlt,sudience)

Thus the total, maximum possible points. for this objective is 45.
'The participant shoull be considered as having achieved the fifth
.(

4

objective if.the participant Ampiles a total of-32 or more poin.ts
on worksheet 5.

gb.
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..SAMPLE EVALUATION INSTRUMENTS

On the next five pages are two sample instruments, the Module PerforlInce

Record and the-Evaluation Questionnaire for Staff Development Workshops. You
may wish to use these instruments to gather information for evaluating any
workshop in which you administer-this module, and for making decisions about_
future workshops.

The Module Performence.Record (MPR) is a form for tallying

participants' achievement of objectives.: The Evaluation Questionnaire seeks
participants' opinions on four dimensions:

(1) perceived value of the

workshop; (2) effects of participating in the workshop; (3) role apd
peiformance of the coordinator; and (il,) recommended improvements in the
workshop.

As it now stands, the questionnaire should take participants

10-20 minutes to complete._ You, as module coordinator, should complete'

the-MPR form hased upon the results of the postassessment or othar
eyidence supplied by participants. ,If you duplicate the Evaluation
Questionnaire for participants to complete, we suggeit you 'print it as
a four page booklet.

.
IQ'

I.

9

Revised May 1978

NATIONAL CONSORTIUM ON COMPETENCY-BASED STAFF DEVELOPMENT
EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE FOR STAFF DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOPS

OP-

Your resPonses to the 4rief questions in this booklet will help
us evaluate the workshop you just completed and make decisions
regarding future workshops. Please take 10-20 minutes to answer
You need not sign your nani, but we
honestly and thoughtfully.
Thank yoti..
do need your help. Please answer each question.

,

a

Name (00tional)

Date

Module Title

A.

General Issues Related to the Workshop

Respond by checkiN the column (A, 8, C, 0, or E) of the statement which tiest
in the following list.
expresses your feeling or opinibn on each it
If none'
of the possible,choices precisely represents your view., pick the one that comes
closest.

.

Column A
I

.

,
,

strouly

.

STATEMENTS

Column 8

Column 0

Column C

I

I

Agree

1

strongly
disagree

disagree,

agree
,
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.

Please list and briefly describe up to three major.posiftve
changes that
you have experienced in your knowledge, attitudes, or skills because
of
this workshop.
Continue on the.back of this booklet if necessary.
If you
did not experiedce any positive changes, please check
the appropriate space.
There were no positive changes.

=waso115

C.

Please list and briefly describe any negative effects you have-4-Werie
because of this workshop.
Continue qn the back of this booklet if necessary.
If you did not experience any negative effects, please check
the appropriate
space.
./RIII.41.(111

D.

There were no negative elects.

Please list and briefly describe any ltOrovements you anticipate
in your
career guidance program as a result of this workshop. Continue on the back
of thjs booklet.if necessary.
If,you don't.expect any improvements as a
result of thris workshop, please check the appropriate
space.
.

I don't expect any improvements in my career guidance
program
as a result of this workshie.

4

2-

E. 'Please list and briefly describe any other comments on this workshop,
We are especially
criticisms of it, or suggestions you have for improving it.
interested in yourTdeas on topics or activities that should receive more or
'Ciantinue on the back of this page if necessary.
less emphasis.
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NATIONAL CONSORTIUM COMPETENCY-BASED STAFF DEVELOPMENT RESOURCES

Modules 1-12 comprise a series on Developing Comprehensive Career
Guidance Progrims.
1.

Career Development Theory
Barbara Sanderson and Carolyn Helliwell

2.41;;:gram Development Model
rles Dayton and H. B. Gelatt
3.

Assessing Desired Outcomes
Charles" Dayton

4_

Assessing Current Status
Phyllis DuBois

5.

Establishing Program Goals
Charles Dayton
,

Specifying Student Performance Objectives
Laurie Harrison
,

7.

Selecting Alternative Program Strategies
H. B. Gelatt

8.

Specifying Process Objectives
Barbara Pletcher

9.

Developihs Program Staff
garbara PTetcher

10.

Trying Out Activities and Monitoring Early Implementation Efforts
Steven M. Jung

11.

Conducting SumNative Evaluation (Cost-Impact Studies)
Jean Volman

12.

Communicating Evaluation Results
Sarah Roberts

Th4 remaining modules address other competencies necessary forproviding comprehensive career guidance.
13.

Utilizing Strategies for Adult Guidance'
landy Leibowitz and Nancy Schlossberg

14.

Designing-Programs for Adult Guidance
Zandy Leibowitz and Nancy Schlossberg

1-6.

Providing Life/Career Plannihg for Women and Girls
Janice M. Birk
,

16.

Providing Career Guidance for Young Women
Pamela G. Colby

3

I.
17.

Enhancing Unders6iding of Students with Physical Disabilifies
Susan L. McBain

18.

Helping_ Students Explore Work,and Leisure Options

Pamelat. Colby
14.

Planning a Career Resoarce Center
'Robert AI, Wood, "Neal Rogers,.and 6ella Klinge

20.

Developing People Relationship Competencies for Career Resource
Center Technicians
JO) Paddick and Dale Dobson

21.

Developing Facility Maintenance Compete
Center Technicians
Clarence Johnson

22.

Planning Pre-Employment Provams
Joyce Fielding and Marvin Fielding

23.

Conducting Job Develo
ntPrograms
Fielding
Joyce Fielding and Mary

ies

Career ReSource

a

24.

Conductin§ Job Ylacement Programs
Joyce Fielding and Marvin Fielding

25.

Conducting Follow-Up and Folloy-Through Pro9rams
Joyce Fielding and Marvin Fielding

26.

Imaging_ Futuristic Career Guidance Goals
Juliet V Miller, Garry R. Walz, and Libby Benjamin

27.

Futuristic4Career Guidance Proirams
6
Juliet V. Miller, Garry R. Walz, and Libby Benjamin

28.

Using Change Agent Skills td Manage Career Guidance Program Development
Juliet V. Miller

29.

Usin

30.

Developing Effective Public Relations
Norman C. Gysbers

31.

Developing and Conducting In-Service Programs

Imagir

Chan e A ent Skil s to Mana e Career Guidance Pro ra
Ju let V. Miller

AT

tfller

32.

Providing Leisure Information in the Career Resource Center
Ron Klein and Robert Swan

33.

Developing Career Center Resources tor Faculty Use
Marlene Fredricksen and Robert Swan

34.

Providing Career. Guidance in a Group Setting
Perry Samuels

Im lementation

35.

Personalizing Career Guidance Assessment Information Through
Group Counseling
Joe Wittmer and Larry C. Loesch

36.

Clarifying and Articulating Individual Values and Skills for
.
Career.PIanning
Jerald 11 Forster

37.

Helpinq Parents to_Help Adqlesterits in Career'Exploration
Janice-M. Birk

38.

Help4ng Young Adults Make the School-to-Work Transition
Sherri Johnson,.C. D. Johnson, and Niel Carrey

39.

Helping the Community Help Students with Career Development
RiChard Lutz and Jim Crook

4

,

40.

Establishing Community-Based Employment Programs
Ellen A. Stewart

41.

Des4nfng Career Development Programs for Business and Industry
Zandy Leiboreitz and Nancy Schlossberg

42.

Developing Coping Skills for Career-Related Changes
Phil Abnego and Lawredte BraMmer

43.

Helping People with Preretirement'Planning--An Introduction
Garry R. Walz, Libby Benjamin, Helen L. Mamarchev, and Beverly Pritchett

44.

Counseling Needs of the Older Adult
Patricia took and Ellen.Stewart

45.- S cializin Career Guidance Strate ies for Use with Eth ic Minorities
c av s
ar er an
o r c
Woo roe
46.

Using Self Awareness and Effective Communication for Helping Ethnic
M orities with Career Guidance

odickJ. McDavis and Woodroe M. Parker
47.

AeTping Eleçentay School StUdents Develop Decision-Makin9 Skills
Lee Winocur

48. Consulting in t

Area of Career Guidance

Tom Quinn
49.

Planning Collaborative Career Guidance Projects
Larry C. Loesch and Joe Wittmer
Becoming_Resource Resourceful
Garry R. Walz, Libby -Benjamin, Helen L. Mamarchev, arid Beverly Pritchett

51.

04
52.

Makin Chan e Ha..en: Learnin a S stematic Model for Chan e
L bby Benjamin and Garry R. Wa z.
Making Change Happen:
Overcoming Barriers to Change.
Libby Benjamin and Garry R. Walz

6%4

The National Consortium has also produced a catalog of competency-based
programs and lists of desirable competencies for providing comprehensive
career,guidance.
53.

Competency-Based Education for Guidance and Counseling Pd'sonnel:
A Catalog of Programs and Competencie's--Second Edition

Susan L. *Bain, Compiler

